**Lucifer Cylinder**

Lucifer’s new surface mount Cylinder offers a sleek design with high levels of precision engineered adjustability. Die-cast aluminum luminaires feature toolless, hot-swap adjustment up to 45° tilt and 360° rotation with unique friction-lock mechanism. Total internal reflectance optics (25°, 40°, 60°) with tapered aperture provide exceptionally efficient lighting in luminaire packages up to 821 CL Luke (17W), 95-CL 5000K 16W with lenticular sources, beam angles ratio changeable with proprietary beam shaping lenses. The 173x88mm (59mm aperture) body is available in brushed aluminum, powder coated and plated finishes.

[www.lucifertec.com](http://www.lucifertec.com)

**LED Linear XOOLUM**

XOOLUM is based on an innovative and modular design concept and offers enormous possibilities in adaptation to the desired room ambience. The fixture, which has been awarded with a Red Dot, is a multifunctional luminaire suitable for ambience, cave and general lighting. Due to its modularity with LED light lines and optical systems a multitude of fixture configurations can be achieved with XOOLUM. The system can be manufactured in lengths of up to 4m and even be used to handle the general lighting of larger halls.

[www.led-linear.com](http://www.led-linear.com)

**GE Lighting**

**Evolve Cobrahead**

GE Lighting’s Evolve LED Scalable Cobrahead fixture has been recognized for its pioneering design and technical excellence, winning the 2013 Lightfair International innovation Award category for Parking, Roadway and Area Luminaries. Introduced in 2012, it uses about 66 percent less energy than traditional Cobrahead fixtures and is available in four styles and hundreds of photometric options to help municipalities light roadways of all types more efficiently than ever.

[www.ge-lighting.com](http://www.ge-lighting.com)

**Lumenpulse Lumenbean Grande Pendant**

Lumenbeam Grande and Lumenbean Grande Pendant were among the new products Lumenpulse unveiled at Lightfair. The Grande are high-performance luminaries for indoor and outdoor lighting applications, while the Pendant is ideal for mid to high ceiling applications. This powerful projector delivers 124,000 candles at noth using just 100 watts. Available in a choice of colour temperatures, RGB, RGBW and Dynamic White, Lumenbean Grande’s optics range from a very narrow 6° to a wide 60° flood. It is a highly controllable luminaire that is compatible with DALI, D-10, D3 and 10K, as well as Lumentalk—Lumenpulse’s innovative power line communication technology—and Lutron EcoSystem.

[www.lumenpulse.com](http://www.lumenpulse.com)